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In June of 2016, the Vuntut Gwitchin Government 
(VGG) and Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee (YSSC) hosted 
a meeting with specific knowledge holders, fishers and 
residents of Old Crow in an effort to document salmon 
related local and traditional knowledge (LTK) and 
identify values and priorities for community-based 
salmon management. Funding for this meeting was 
provided through the Yukon River Panel’s Restoration 
and Enhancement Fund.  

This report provides a summary of: 1) comments 
received during the two-day workshop,  
2) identifies next steps in developing a 
community based management plan; and  
3) summarizes post-meeting discussions with 
VGG around 2016 management of Porcupine 
River Chinook and Fall Chum. 
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The Porcupine River Drainage and the Fall Chum, Chinook 
and Coho salmon that inhabit the Porcupine River and its 
tributaries are extremely important for cultural, ecological 
and economic reasons to the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation 
(VGFN) and the people that live in the communities of Old 
Crow in Yukon and Fort Yukon in Alaska. 

The Fall Chum salmon (Onchorynchus keta) that migrate up 
the Porcupine River system are a culturally important food 
source for the VGFN. The Fishing Branch River, located in the 
Canadian section of the Porcupine River, is part of the VGFN’s 
traditional territory and is where most of the Fall Chum salmon 
originate. Serious conservation concerns for this run were first 
raised in the late 1990’s and have continued on a downward trend1. 

Further to this issue is the increased fishing pressure on the Chum as 
a result of the decline in the Chinook salmon (O. tshawytscha). Many 
Alaskan and Yukon communities within the Yukon River and Porcupine 
River Drainages are being encouraged to target Fall Chum salmon to take 
pressure off Chinook salmon stocks. The Fall Chum run also provides food 
for grizzly bears that gather annually at the foot of Bear Cave Mountain 
within Ni’iinlii Njik (Fishing Branch) Territorial Park on the Fishing Branch River 
to feed on spawned out salmon prior to hibernation.

The highly valued and sought after Chinook salmon are the first fish that arrive 
each summer and have always been a major part of the cultural fabric for Vuntut 
Gwitchin. Each summer family fish camps are set up to harvest Chinook, pass on 
culture and knowledge, share, socialize and provide nutrition and sustenance. Chinook 
salmon is part of the natural cycle and balance that exists between people and animals 
in remote northern communities. Chinook salmon on the Porcupine River, like that of the 
main stem Yukon River has experienced the same long-term declines over the past two 
decades and faces the same productivity issues.  

Finally, Coho salmon (O. kisutch), are the latest arrivals of the year, coming in the late fall and 
occasionally harvested under the ice. Coho salmon also wind their way through the Porcupine 
Drainage providing nutrients for habitat, animals and the Vuntut Gwitchin. 

The significance of the Porcupine River Drainage relates to the specific Fall Chum escapement2 goals 
and the cultural and fishing dynamics between the communities of Old Crow and Fort Yukon in Alaska. 
These are both Gwich’in communities, tied politically through the Gwich’in Nation, that have traditionally 
traded and share many family relationships. The salmon fishery in Fort Yukon is managed under a separate 
jurisdiction through Alaska, whereas the fishery within Old Crow is governed under the VGG self-government 
agreement and the federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans. With Fort Yukon located at the confluence of the 
Porcupine and the Yukon River, Alaskan fishers by nature of geography have an opportunity to fish salmon that are 
destined for Old Crow and the upper Porcupine River Drainage.  

It was the intention through this meeting to explore the fishing dynamics, traditional knowledge amongst Gwich’in people 
and the possibility for co-management and local solutions to address Porcupine salmon concerns.

1 For more detailed information regarding the status of the Yukon River Salmon fishery please review the Joint Technical Reports at  www.yukonriverpanel.com.
2 The Pacific Salmon Treaty; The Yukon River Salmon Agreement mandates the rebuilding of Porcupine River and Fishing Branch River chum salmon stocks when  
  the spawning escapements fall below target levels.

chum

chinook

coho

BACKGROUND
PURPOSE OF THE MEETING 

MEETING OUTCOMES
• Document LTK around Porcupine River Drainage Salmon.

• Identify community values and priorities around Porcupine 
River Drainage Salmon.

• Provide information to the VGG and other parties to 
support community-based salmon management planning.

To gather, document and incorporate LTK into community-driven Porcupine River 
Chum and Chinook management and stock restoration initiatives. Furthermore, 
this meeting will begin to identify community-based priorities and possible 
solutions for community-based Porcupine Drainage Salmon Management. 

The information provided from this meeting will lead to further engagement 
over the next year with the final outcome being a community-based 
management plan for Porcupine River salmon.

Setting a drfit net on the Porcupine. EDI
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The meeting was designed to engage community residents and gather their knowledge and perspectives around Porcupine 
River salmon management and stock restoration. Through discussion with the VGG Natural Resources staff it was essential 

that wherever possible, values, priorities and LTK would be relevant for the current management scenarios for the 
Porcupine River. The VGG wanted to have information from which to inform their approach to 2016 Porcupine River 

Chinook and Chum management. 

Day 1 - June 1, 2016, focused on the citizens of Old Crow with invited resource people as observers to answer 
any technical related questions. Observer status was essential as the citizens needed to drive the process, feel 

comfortable and share their knowledge. This was equally as important for the resource people to observe and listen 
rather than being responsible for presenting their area of expertise around science, assessment, or management. 

The day featured a series of facilitated exercises designed to gather local perspectives around salmon LTK 
and overall community values and priorities around salmon within the Porcupine Drainage. The citizens in 

attendance were encouraged to participate through oral or written means in a large group setting or one 
on one. The resource people often spent time gathering individuals feedback during breaks or outside the 

facilitated process.  

The evening of Day 1 included a community feast and community engagement session hosted by the 
VGG, YSSC and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Approximately 60 residents were in attendance to discuss, 

among other items, the pre-season outlook for Chinook and Chum salmon as well as preliminary 
management approaches likely to be used in Yukon and Alaska. A discussion around stock restoration 

also took place in reference to a number of proposed initiatives within the Porcupine Drainage. 

MEETING APPROACH AND AGENDA

3Armitage, Peter and Stephen Kilburn. 2015. Conduct of Traditional Knowledge Research – A Reference Guide. Whitehorse (YT):  
 Wildlife Management  Advisory Council (North Slope).

Day 2 – June 2, 2016, included resource people as full participants and was intended to assist VGG with formulating 
a plan for 2016 Salmon management and the beginning stages of a community-based salmon management plan.  

Throughout the two days, the group was led through facilitated individual, small and large group exercises. In 
addition, the participants and broader community were encouraged to draw, tell a story or provide feedback on 
a Luk Choo salmon cutout. Approximately 40 cutouts were collected and included within the meeting process. 

During the two-day meetings, participants were also encouraged to document any spatial observations directly 
onto a customized map of the Porcupine Drainage. Any relevant notes accompanying these observations are 
included in this report as well as the observations themselves are listed directly on the YSSC’s “Salmon Know 
No Borders” digital map at http://salmon.3pikas.ca/. 

It should be noted that there are specific protocols and generally accepted definitions and documentation 
practices around LTK. One definition of LTK is a term for land-based, embodied, practical knowledge about 
the land, animals, plants and other living things3. These LTK protocols were generally followed while allowing 
VGG and YSSC flexibility in adapting the process to fit the citizen’s needs. All who participated in the sessions 
were informed that their information was part of the process and would be shared within the final report 
and with agencies. The participants granted permission to proceed with this approach. 

The YSSC worked with the VGG Natural Resources Department and consulted other traditional knowledge 
experts in the design of this two-day workshop. Typically salmon management in Yukon revolves around 
community engagement and the presentation of management or western scientific information. 
Wherever possible, this meeting attempted to feature best practices around LTK while identifying 
values and priorities around current management, stock restoration and assessment issues.

Knowledge holders and resource people working together. YSSC

YSSC mapping platform. YSSC

Participants Luk Choo drawings to identify stories and values. YSSC
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• Erika Tizya – Fish and Wildlife Manager – Vuntut Gwitchin Government 
• William Josie – Director, Fish and Wildlife - Vuntut Gwitchin Government
• Jason Van Fleet – Executive Director, North Yukon RRC
• Jeff Estensen – Fall Season Area Management Biologist, ADF & G 
• Caroline Brown – Yukon Area Subsistence Resource Specialist, ADF & G
• Stephanie Quinn-Davidson – Director, Yukon River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission
• Al von Finster – Habitat Biologist and Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
• Dennis Zimmermann – Meeting Facilitator, Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
• Jesse Trerice – Executive Director - Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
• Pauline Frost – Chair - Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
• Nathan Millar – Manager, Treaties and Fisheries, DFO
• Ben Snow – Environmental Dynamics Incorporated 
• Jolene Lust – Environmental Dynamics Incorporated

4 The Gwichyaa Zhee are the Gwich’in Tribal Government for Fort Yukon, Alaska.    
For more information visit http://www.fortyukon.org/

Working with the VGG, approximately 20 Vuntut Gwitchin citizens participated in the two-day meeting held 
in Old Crow, Yukon. A cross-section of citizens were selected to participate by VGG with knowledge of of 
Porcupine Drainage salmon. Participants included but were not limited to, Elders, youth, Council members, 
fishers, Renewable Resources Council members, heritage staff, and dog-mushers. The following is a list of 
those that participated throughout the two day meeting: 

• Dennis Frost – DF
• Stephen Frost – SF
• Stanley Njootli Sr. – SNS
• Stanley Njootli Jr. – SNJ
• Joel Peter – JP
• Dana Tizya-Tramm – DT
• Travis Frost – TF
• David Lord – DL
• Marvin Frost – MF

Participants provided consent at the meeting to the fact that, wherever possible, individual 
comments could be associated with specific comments (identified by their initials). 
Information presented without initials was not attributed to a specific individual. 

It should be noted that efforts were made to include Fort Yukon residents from Alaska 
with the intention that they would travel to Old Crow via boat for the meeting. The 
residents of Fort Yukon, largely Gwich’in people from the Gwichyaa Zhee Tribal 
Government4 share culture, relations, and salmon that travel the Porcupine River. 
The VGG have a strong interest in a collaborative management approach with the  
Gwichyaa Zhee. While a delegation from Fort Yukon expressed an interest in participating, 
weather and other logistical issues prevented these residents from attending. 

In addition to the list above, there were a number of resource people invited to attend. 
These resource people represented various salmon management agencies in Alaska 
and Yukon. The following resource people participated in the two-day meeting: 

• Lorraine Netro – LN
• Irwin Linklater – IL
• Brandon Kyikavichik – BK
• Cheryl Charlie – CC
• Shawn Bruce – SB
• Mary-Jane Moses – MJM 
• Pauline Frost – PF
• William Josie – WJ

PARTICIPANTS

Stanley Njootli Jr.’s inspiring artwork.

Workshop participants. YSSC
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It is essential in a community-based management approach that the process starts with 
values. These values will be referred to throughout the process and must be consistent with 
the management outcomes.  

The identification of community-based values started with participants reviewing a series of 
posters with images. Images were random and mixed throughout the posters but generally 
fit into four categories: culture/traditional practices, harvest, science, or habitat. Participants 
were asked to look at the photographs throughout the first and second day and identify, write 
down and post (on sticky notes) their feelings, impressions or thoughts about the image. On the 
evening of the first day, the public was also asked to participate in this exercise and post their 
feelings, impressions or thoughts about the photos as well.  

A concurrent exercise was also facilitated whereby participants and the public wrote stories, words 
or drew images on an image of a Chinook “Luk Choo”. 

On the second day, the facilitator split the group into two and asked each group to spend time to 
review 1) the posters with pictures, and 2) the image of a Chinook. The groups then rotated and 
spent equal time generating a list of values that were represented within the pictures and the Chinook 
image. The following is a list of the identified values. The numbers in brackets are the number of votes 
assigned by participants to the respective values:

VALUES

• Everything is connected – “circle of life” Ni’iinlii – salmon rely on ecosystem, ecosystem relies on 
salmon (14)

• Teach/passing on both traditional and western knowledge; telling stories (9)
• Honoring, celebrating, respecting the salmon – spiritual and cultural connection (9)
• Capacity building and outreach (6)
• Incorporating youth – culture camps, education in schools (5)
• Traditional knowledge used in management (5)
• Protecting water quality and habitat (4)
• Support and protect wild populations (4)
• Sustain the population – making sure enough escapement and enough eggs in general (4)
• Take only what you need (4)
• Your actions impact others (3)
• Get involved – be a part of the process (co-management) (3)
• Traditional way of life; “taste of salmon”, supporting life (like dog teams) and  

family/community (3)
• Nutritional food source = healthy lifestyle = healing (3)
• Research: data on stock biology and status (3) 
• Taking responsibility to follow-up with what we agree to come up with (2) 
• Having flexibility and being able to adapt (2)
• Valuing place (fish camp, river, home) (1)
• Healthy fish (size, strong, age, disease-free) and healthy stock (1)
• Using diverse food sources – getting other species (king, chum,  

coho, freshwater) (1)
• Self-determination and accountability (1)
• Valuing future generations and their needs (1)
• Food security (1)

 Note:  the concept of 
“Sharing with others –  

both traditionally and today” 
was a strong value brought up 

repeatedly throughout the two 
days, unfortunately, it was missed 

on the list for the voting so did  
not make the top three. 

TELL US  
YOUR STORY

 it is all relevant

Participants generated and agreed on  
the following ground rules for this meeting: 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS COLLECTED 
FROM PARTICIPANTS THROUGHOUT THE  
TWO DAY MEETING:

GROUND RULES

WE DON’T 
LIVE HERE 

this is your community

Participants commented on how this meeting was different 
than salmon meetings in the past and they appreciated that 
they were able to provide their perspectives and drive the process.   
It was noted that there was only a cross-section of the community 
and as one participant stated “we are missing some important voices”.  
VGG confirmed that this was only a start and that there would be more 
meetings in the future to allow for more to participate. 

YOU HOLD  
THE INFORMATION

this is not about “outside” 
“technical or scientific  

knowledge” TALK TO US 
LIKE YOU WOULD 

TO YOUR 
GRANDKIDS

YOU WILL 
HELP US 

 it is important for managers  
and technical experts  

to hear from you

THIS IS FOR 
YOUR COMMUNITY 
AND MANAGEMENT

all leading to a 
community-based plan

INFORMATION 
NEEDS TO 

BE SHARED

PROVIDE 
CONSENT TO 
INDIVIDUAL 
COMMENTS 

ALL 
COMMENTS
/THOUGHTS
ARE VALID
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TOP THREE VALUES THE TRADITIONAL WAY
Key Themes >
• Used to fish with traditional techniques (dip nets, fish traps, cotton nets)
• Used to share and distribute more fish around the community
• Only caught what we needed and we managed ourselves through traditional laws and teachings 
• Could not catch, freeze or process like today so were limited by what we could use and preserve 

General Observations >
• We did not have fridges or freezers, only cellars – this meant we would fish at certain times because it was better 

than others. We also kept fewer fish – SF  
• In the past we used to block the Crow River and take lots and bring them back to the town – SF
• We could build a fish trap in 2 hours and would catch up to 700 Grayling – SF
• Sharing has always been there but not as much as it used to be. We used to give away more. Still share in the 

community but in a different sort of way – SF
• Stories how they used to fish – shapes the history of fishing.  Each family had their own fish trap. Fish traps used to 

be on creeks and with no fish traps people moved to town, which changed our lifestyle – SNS
• Manage resources in a traditional way without setting new regulations.
• They used to take care of fish by smoking and storing in caches and used to fish with dip nets and fish traps – BK
• Used to do heavy fishing for dogs (in one year would take ~ 2800) now whole town fishes – SF
• In pre-contact times there used to be people on bluffs that would see into the clear water and yell down to people in 

canoes to set nets and dip nets – BK
• We used to get enough for winter – and for what you need – with 12 kids and 6 dogs – SF
• Used to listen to the old people and our parents – things have changed – we are better to manage it ourselves – SF
• Nets used to be 3” cotton – now good plastic nets – used to be lucky to have a net, we just used what we had – SF
• Ancestors liked it as traditional food.  People used to thrive on fish and caribou. They lived differently. They had 

different ways of conservation – LN
• Back then we needed a lot more fish so we took what we needed to get through winter – DL, DF
• “Indian way” – used land much better – fed on 1,000 Grayling and beavers. Nobody trapping anymore – TF
• Chinook time was a time of celebration. Fix nets, clean up fishing place, wait for canoe. Once we got kings, we 

distributed it.  Even if we got a little piece.  Now we are facing a crisis with lots of sides to it – LN
• Fish follow the same trails for years – SF, DF 
• Used to camp and look for a place and would take care of things by using our shells left from the spring hunt, shoot 

eagles, bears, seagulls – they eat what we eat – SF
• Used to share and have a distribution network – and we made sure people did not take too much. People had their 

fishing holes and worked together sometimes to help each other – BK
• Fish used to be bigger so had to share/preserve to manage it – MF
• Everyone has climate change stories. Goes back on type of fishing they did. Nobody has tracked those changes – SNS
• Looking at lakes in the Crow Flats. There were good men that would go out in winter – SF
• Traditional knowledge is very important as we can recognize change since way back. The change is going to happen 

fast and we are concerned about the future – JP
• When times were good people used to fish males and females, it did not matter – SF
• Sometimes people took too much and were held accountable by the elders.
• It used to be harder to catch fish, elders made their own nets. There was more sharing. Easier to fish now with new 

outboards, freezers, nets in every size – MF

The following is an aggregated list of individual comments 
made by participants and public throughout the meeting. In 
some cases, there are multiple comments that are similar in 
nature that have been consolidated. Individual comments were 
recorded by the facilitator and grouped via common headings. 
Meeting participants and public were encouraged to write down 
their comments on sticky notes and post them directly on the 
most appropriate heading. Comments with initials beside them 
have been attributed to a specific individual. 

EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED 
“CIRCLE OF LIFE” NI’IINLII

– salmon rely on the ecosystem, 
ecosystem rely on salmon

HONORING, RESPECTING, 
CELEBRATING SALMON

 – spiritual/cultural connection

After a group discussion, ranking and revising terminology, the  
following were listed as the top three values for participants: 

INCORPORATING YOUTH 

– culture camps/education

CONSOLIDATION 
OF COMMENTS

1

2

3
Photos – Peter Mather
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MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
Key Themes >
• All fishers are connected, what actions we take effects other fishers and downstream communities
• VGG needs to be active in management. Don’t just talk...do it
• Community-based management planning is important and must be driven by citizens

General Observations >
• Subsistence rights mean that if fishing was closed still allowed to fish to provide for community – SF
• For Chum the first run is the one with good meat in early August; dogfood for the rest of September,  

where you have to pick and choose. The people know which ones to take – JP
• We see bigger fish when there are strict restrictions in Alaska – SNS
• When salmon is restricted in US, we notice it in Old Crow. Opportunity to look at protection in Canada if  

we protect in US – SNS
• As with any other animal species (i.e. caribou), it is not animals that need managing, it is the people that  

need managing. The same is for salmon and fish – MJM
• We should come together on common ground and all work together, start with a holistic view, decision  

makers have a much different view – BK
• At certain times there are females, other times jacks and big males.  Put in different nets 4, 6, 7, 8 inch  

– so that we can try and catch certain fish (big mature/females) – DF
• There are problems with commercial fishing “mega ships” – DF
• We need to not leave a net in and get careless or put it in if high water is coming. This is our traditional way – SF
• Commercial fishing is a big problem – TF, SF
• Smaller mesh, twists up, big males kills it – DF
• We blame commercial fishing but it might be permafrost effecting fish – SF
• Everybody takes a little blame for the decline – DF
• Walk the talk – do what we are saying.
• We should never stop fishing on the Porcupine – SNS
• Big gap – escapement numbers for Porcupine River Chinook is essential – BK 
• One of the biggest issues is not having an escapement target for the Porcupine. We don’t know how many fish to put on 

the spawning grounds – SNJ
• Hard to gauge the problem with no Chinook spawning estimates on the Porcupine.  People are not catching very much.  

We need to have numbers – SNJ
• Don’t want to see Chinook as by-catch. Don’t know the numbers around Porcupine historical stocks.  Need to find what 

spawning ground they are going to – SNS
• Rules we make effects other fishers. There should be compliance for all user groups – DF
• Don’t think it was man who made fish low – SF
• Pre-season estimates – restrict – they take only what they need – SNJ
• What are we prepared to do – what are the roles/responsibilities of other organizations? – ET
• Restrictions we had on caribou brought them back – we must comply with rules we made ourselves – DF
• Salmon are like caribou – rules for everybody at one time – see if we could work in a strategic manner – DF
• Explain what other Yukon First Nations have done - TH resolution – TTC/SFN what they have done – DF
• VG want to do their part.  Tell scientists and monitors to keep it up – SF
• We can work with the dynamics in our community. Like the PCMB, the YSSC we should feed into this board – DF
• Where does YSSC fit and other organizations? – ET
• People pay close attention to Porcupine River at Panel – SNS

• Decisions we make are important and will affect other fishers (i.e. commercial) – DF 
• Chinook and chum fishing spots differ – move differently through channel.
• Need to make a decision with management if we want salmon now or in the future – SNS
• We only see the benefits of conservation if there is a way to increase salmon on the spawning grounds – SNS
• Not set a net out overnight and set 6 inch mesh for whitefish – JP
• Have to be selfish about protecting our land, water, fish.
• We are breaking new ground with this salmon management plan.
• Should be a citizen resident driven process – WJ, ET 
• Management planning is good. This is a good start for us and for our kids. Take more than 1-2 days – go to community  

– come up with solution to abide by it/look after it.  If someone over-harvests we can let them know  – MF 
• Would like to see a management plan like there was for the Porcupine Caribou – where we fish, when we fish – SNJ
• Only control what we can, this should be a “grassroots” plan – SNS
• Start putting together a plan for community.  Salmon are a problem, they are not like the way they were before.  Plan 

what’s coming in and what’s coming out.  Maybe plan for a percentage that should come back? – MF 
• If you don’t manage the animals on your own land someone will manage it for you – DF
• Management plan should be able to change in–season and depends on the run strength – PF 
• We need to enforce and support our own plan with game guardians and community monitors – MF
• How are we all accountable to hold ourselves and follow-through with this plan? 
• Require legal language in our agreements to protect habitat, so that return fish come back year after year – ET

Vickie Josie checking her net on the Porcupine. Peter Mather
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Key Themes >
• Differing thoughts on harvest (i.e. keep fishing, stop fishing for some time, 

fish selectively or for a small taste) 
• Only take what you need and share with those in need 
• VGG can make rules ourselves, but we must comply and enforce those rules

General Observations >
• For Chinook, the fishing restrictions with high water has meant they are harder to catch  

– SNJ
• Because you can, doesn’t mean you should, overharvest. It takes food away from some 

families and that’s not right. Salmon are a big deal in Old Crow – SB
• Under “Indian law” there would not be overfishing – SB
• Enforcement is embarrassing for people – we called in DFO enforcement – could use 

more education – DF
• Should be more real enforcement in Old Crow. There are other ways to feed dogs – DF
• Prefer the term “community buy-in” to enforcement – JVV
• Males/females are all harvested by some people. Some people started later and fish hard 

– SF
• We should put females back regardless of the decline – SF
• There are now more people and other pressures where there are more taking more than 

they need – in past people only took what they needed.

HARVEST

• If we can’t fish, someone out there may still fish – SF
• We have right to fish – JP
• Stop fishing for some time – DF
• Should still keep taste of salmon, maybe even with closure to fish for the community like caribou – SF
• Like caribou – harvest would depend on the numbers – SNS
• Should never stop fishing on Porcupine because we won’t realize the gains from conservation – maybe fish to a # 

or open it up – SNS 
• Take only what you need – JP, MJM 
• Take one salmon and share with the family – JP
• We could stop fishing for a couple of years and harvest ducks, moose, caribou and could sacrifice for kids – DF 
• Community is also out fishing on lakes now – SF 
• Vuntut Gwitchin have subsistence rights and are allowed to fish – SF
• We should stop fishing.
• Salmon cycle still has to happen. At some point we should leave fish alone for some time (maybe 1-3 years) – DF
• We should close for 1-2 years don’t know if it’s going to make difference – SF
• Could sacrifice a little.  Kids maintain their practice on other salmon – DF
• Should develop a dog food substitution program around Chum – SF
• Use Government money to subsidize dog food – SF
• Take what you need approach is different for dog mushers – need about 1,000 Chum for dogs, to keep mushing 

livelihood and way of life around. Last year spent approx. $75/day to feed dogs – TF
• 4 inch nets targets smaller mature salmon “jacks” – DF
• Should be conservative and take just one fish – JP
• Should fish during the day for small “jacks” and put the large females back – SNJ
• If you have 2-3 Chinook – share the rest to relatives. We must respect the whole run – JP
• Important to have a taste of salmon each year.
• If there is a low run, maybe take 10 – for cultural reasons OR divide up by # or lbs OR fish to another reasonable 

# - possibly 1-2 fish per family, OR just fish for elders or culture camps.
• If there is a high run – continue with education, still put females back, and harvest smaller fish.
• Up to me as the individual to educate younger people on how many fish to take – MF
• Help those who can’t afford to fish and those not in town – ET
• Have a project-based or test fishery to get fish for the community. Could be through a community net for sharing, 

for culture camp, or youth education.
• Trading possible caribou for salmon with other Gwitchin communities. Done by the community and not by just the 

individual – CC
• In low run years – trade for Chum on the main stem, focus on freshwater fish or bring fish in.
• Even in high run years, fish for freshwater fish too.
• Exchange and barter with AK for salmon.
• Number of Chinook harvested determined by sonar numbers and sometimes high water and general 

environmental conditions.
• Harvest depends on dynamics of the river and you must think like a fish.
• Harvest in eddies is where the fish rest. You can catch everything there.
• Jacks come up throughout the run. 
• More fishing on the north bank than the south bank.
• Very difficult to target specific fish. People have their own spots. 
• Chinook use many different net sizes 4, 6, 7, 8 mesh. Lucky 7” catches all fish.  4” catch small “jacks”.  7” kills 

quicker than 4” and 6”.
• Cotton nets – less mortality than monofilament.
• It is possible to selectively fish with appropriate net size.
• 6” can still catch big Whitefish.
• Keep 25,000 as a number to reach the spawning grounds to manage our fishing – SNS

William Josie putting up fall chum for winter. Peter Mather
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Key Themes >
• The Gwitchin of Old Crow want to work with the Gwichyaa Zhee of Fort Yukon on managing 

salmon
• Gwich’in cultural connections across the border should be strengthened

General Observations >
• Concern about north bank of Yukon River below mouth of Porcupine. Fort Yukon people would prefer to fish 

mainstream (south bank) fish.
• Must be a shared responsibility with AK and Fort Yukon – DT, SF
• Develop a Porcupine River salmon plan in Canada and then take it to AK. They need to do a plan the same approach 

as ours and then share them our way as well and then share plan – SNS
• Turn out at meetings with AK villages – LP/SF 
• Work with Fort Yukon to co-manage and try to get them not to fish on the north bank (fish destined for Porcupine) 
• Need to better understand sonar/assessment between Fort Yukon and Old Crow. Where do the chum go? – TF
• Work closer with Fort Yukon – better administration/communication around salmon. 
• Our communities mobilize when people catch fish for a two-week period from Fort Yukon to Old Crow. Need to talk 

to Fort Yukon people – TF
• Sharing and bartering with Fort Yukon, Fort MacPherson and Old Crow.
• Hold an Exchange of youth, kids at culture camp between Old Crow and Fort Yukon.

Key Themes >
• The Vuntut Gwitchin view the world more holistically  

and different than the “western science and  
management approach” 

• Scientific data is important but missing in some key areas  
(i.e. fry/juvenile stage and spawning grounds)

General Observations >
• With climate change, we should look at juvenile research again – SNJ
• Would be good to have one map with all data and information 

brought together – SNJ
• Important for decision makers to take a step back. Yukon First Nations and VG see things differently. Science 

compartmentalizes things into components. For science it is difficult to see it as connected organism, the habitat and 
animals all co-exist – BK

• We have to value the local, traditional knowledge, scientific, salmon research that is known and what data is needed  
– how to break it down to be accessible for all.

• If in Porcupine River, the juveniles are coming out of gravel when there is nothing to eat. We need to look at whole 
ecosystem. Riverbeds might be changing.  

• Ice conditions may be responsible for decline with frozen fry found in the ice. Scientists can look into this. Also have 
found fry in muskrat houses – DF

• Spawning system is diversified. Projects need to look at wintering habitats right until fry start coming down.
• Map key area between Alaska and the head of the Porcupine. Need to pay more attention to those areas – LN
• Study on young fish fry. With the ice conditions we had and the Porcupine full of ice, four years from now maybe young 

fish did not make it back – SF
• Scientists should focus on break up. Every four years there is a big break up. Scientists should know – SF
• Genetic diversity is where it starts. Maybe we should know more about the genetics to inform. Need a baseline – SNJ
• We don’t know where Chinook spawn in headwaters? – SNS, SNJ
• Escapement of juveniles is important. Set traps. Need to know where they are – BK
• Spawning system is diversified – projects need to look at wintering habitats right until fry start coming down.
• Chum must be going to different places – TF
• Maintaining the quality of the population is important. 
• Would be good for Vuntut Gwitchin to get training in scientific world – SNS
• Data gap – is the spawning data. Do Porcupine fish spawn prematurely? – DF
• Jacks are going through and put their genes in there – DF
• Winter survival and winter studies/research required. How does break-up effect this? 
• How many Chinook should be on salmon spawning grounds? – SNJ
• There should still be community-based monitoring happening – SF
• Need to keep the sonar working to have a long term time series.
• Include ASL (age, sex, length) when harvesting – SNJ
• Need to get better data to the people – TF
• There is not enough traditional knowledge to share, we need more. We need to talk to “bush people” and the scientists. 

A mix of information is good – DF

FORT YUKON AND ALASKA SCIENCE

Peter Mather

Workshop participants providing their values associated with images. YSSC
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General Observations >
• Big whitefish (6” broad fish) follow the salmon up – SNJ
• Chum are not rich enough to smoke on the Porcupine – TF
• Prefer Lake Whitefish over salmon for winter.  

Good alternative – SNS
• There are no trout on the Porcupine, they go the  

other way (into the NWT) – SF
• Used to have a toboggan load of trout from the Firth River.  

Looking at what we can get from other species.
• Timing of other fish such as Whitefish and Loche arrive 

with salmon. Species associated with the salmon 
migration are important.  

• In the past over 40 days we could get 7.5 tonnes of chum 
– TF

• Would set 1-2 nets under ice for Coho – TF
• Most chum is for dog food.  Early ones – most rotting  

– 5% - 10% are good for eating – TF
• The first Chum up the river taste better – DF
• When putting up Chum for dogs, it is better to catch later 

for the smaller ones and they freeze immediately.
• Coho fishing not so much now because of ice – TF, SNS
• Freshwater fish are also important –  SNS
• Data gap on Coho, but worry about putting too much 

pressure on them too if we don’t know what their 
population is – SNS

• Coho harvest varies year to year and fishing depends on 
ice conditions.

• Coho normally harvested late October and early 
November.

• Coho are better quality salmon with volume of water 
increasing.

HATCHERIES
 

Key Themes >
• Hatcheries and incubation-based approaches require more dialogue

General Observations >
• Need a back up plan – a moratorium – contingency planning (possibly incubation and hatchery  

– getting into the guts of the plan to restore/rebuild salmon).
• Possibly hatchery on Porcupine to offset what other people take – SB
• We will not support a hatchery – LN 
• There are concerns about genetics with a hatchery – BK 
• Incubating could be something we do – DF
• Good to hear people speak about incubation – AK may not support this – SNS
• Look at incubation to rebuild – we are a unique river – SNS
• Stocking lakes to get ready for slow salmon run, to have other fish to eat – SF
• Kids are facing this shortage of Chinook right now – soon we may have to transplant fish – SF

• Some people travel with a net to catch whitefish.  
Good fishers can ice-fish too. Older people know 
the lakes – SF

• There are also many whitefish to catch – we’ve set a 
Grayling net and caught Ciscos, Grayling, Whitefish, 
Inconnu – SNJ

• Where should we go if there is a complete collapse?  
Maybe we should be looking at freshwater lakes?   
– SNS

• Chum is becoming higher quality because of the 
high water – SNS

• Should target freshwater fish – JW
• We have other species to harvest. Black ducks, 

other species need to be thankful for. Leave salmon 
to those that depend on fish – DF

• We should set a 6 inch net for Whitefish during the 
day and pull it out overnight – would be happy to 
have one salmon – JP

CHUM, COHO, OTHER FISH
Key Themes >
• Freshwater fish are an alternative to salmon
• Fall Chum are still very important for dog teams but only early ones are good for humans
• Little is known about Coho and less fishing because of changing ice conditions

Chinook fry. Peter Mather

Robert Kyikavichik (VGG) 
Ben Schonewille (EDI) tagging chum. 

EDI
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HABITAT, PREDATION AND OTHER SPECIES
Key Themes >
• The river is getting bigger, wider with more erosion due to climate change
• There are many predators and environmental changes effecting salmon at 

different life stages

General Observations >
• There are some freshwater fish that contain mercury except Whitefish and Grayling. Should 

there be a chemical/radiation study on salmon? – JP
• Fish health and Fukoshima – DFO needs to keep on radiation as priority – SNS
• Beavers made big dams up to 12 feet high that can have a great effect on habitat. In the old 

days they used to trap and eat more beavers. Beavers on the Miner River now – BK
• Methane gas makes land dangerous to travel on – there is more cracking ice, and lakes have 

turned into rivers – TF
• Salmon habitat requires healthy spawning grounds when salmon spawn. How healthy is the 

ecosystem? Healthy ecosystem needs to sustain eggs and fish fry before they leave. What 
are the indicators that the salmon fry will make it back to the oceans and return to spawning 
grounds? Are the food sources for Chinook changing in the ocean? – MJM

• Sustaining a rich ecosystem is important for future fish.
• Salmon brings balance and returns the earth’s nutrients.
• In times of plenty wildlife used different parts of salmon to survive.
• Wildlife have their own way of knowing what is happening. 
• Salmon and other animals have a way of getting along and helping each other.
• Vuntut Gwitchin and ecosystem maintenance – feed the bears – the bears take the fish to the 

forest – nutrients made available to the forest and water. The cycle continues. 
• Used to kill predators to manage fish (i.e. grizzly bears) – BK
• Predation on salmon. Mountain people would have known – SNS
• There are many seagulls and eagles eating salmon eggs – BK
• Seagulls are a big problem – ET
• I have seen Golden eagles eating King Salmon. Lots of eagles up here now – DF
• Find a lot at Grayling – some can feed all year long on salmon eggs. We don’t fish for Grayling so 

much anymore – DF
• There are many Grayling in the Fishing Branch – DF
• We have an imbalance with other predator species such as Grayling and Loche maybe this is 

whey there are not a lot of salmon. 
• Just need to look at the cabins and then the changes with bank erosion – SF
• River is getting bigger with flooding less likely. Some lakes have gone into the river with 

permafrost – SF
• River in front of Old Crow widening from erosion, probably two times as wide, never see a flood 

again – water may also be too low to travel.
• River used to be half as big. Lots of erosion. Ice went out early. Last fall freeze out would have 

been flood.  But no flood anymore – SF
• Went to the river and saw lots of salmon carcasses on the bank. They may have been looking 

for cold water – DL
• Later freeze up earlier break up – SNJ

• Land is changing, more willows, more water needed to grow, no water or low water in river, new  
or changing channels for us. Salmon working harder to find new route with the low water – CC

• There is some flooding in the headwaters – washing out salmon eggs. Harder to fish for Chinook  
with high water – SNJ

• Rivers went out twice last fall twice, the ice stacks froze again – SNJ
• Main trails to Crow Flats are changing. There are changes at Rampart with changing permafrost 

creating water holes – SF
• Bird populations are changing on the Old Crow Flats with eagles, falcons, ducks and seagulls – SF
• Becoming harder to trap in winter – danger on lakes and to snowshoe without trails – SF
• Slides, erosion more happening on the land. Summer is long now, more wind – SF
• Some creeks are filled with sediment, which is affecting juvenile salmon. The first kilometer and a half 

on the Bluefish River is filled. Juvenile salmon used to rear there. Bell River is also muddy now – BK
• Chinook may be down not because of people, maybe because of permafrost, environmental changes 

and other things – SF
• Things are happening in the ocean. Look at the commercial fishing and learn from BC and what 

happened to salmon on the Fraser River – TF 

Ni’iinlii Njik (Fishing Branch) Grizzly Bear. Peter Mather
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FISH CULTURE AND SOCIAL WELLNESS
 

Key Themes >
• Salmon and fish camps bring people together and provides holistic benefits  

(spiritual, physical and mental)
• Harvesting salmon is a way of life and their return is a time to celebrate
• People fish closer to town and don’t go out for as long because of work commitments
• Not everyone can fish for a variety of reasons

General Observations >
• Cooking and recipes for salmon; all the different uses, versatility of salmon. 
• Voices need to be heard. Gwitchin lives are at stake – LN
• Hope for everybody.  All salmon greatly needed by Old Crow – SF
• Wellness benefits include going out to get it. Provides for holistic health (spiritual, physical, mental)  

and nutrients to sustain us. 
• Needs to be full circle. Go out fishing as well as learning about it.
• Social network – cohesion – food links us all together.
• Seasonal values – e.g. season brings different food that our bodies need.
• To have a taste of salmon every year is important. 
• It is a link to our ancestors and past as well as to our children and future.
• Salmon fishing is a celebration.  It is a different way of passing on traditional ways, knowledge, respect, 

what the resource means besides food. It means good feelings and more people come together. 
• A reason why old people valued salmon and this needs to be passed on.
• More money today in the community but we are also losing culture.
• Values of fish that made people rich culturally and at social gatherings.
• Sometimes we don’t respect animals as much as we should. 
• Stories are a way of transmitting useful information to educate and bring awareness.
• Sometimes outside information erodes our traditional knowledge.
• Every season is fishing season. There is always something to fish that brings us balance and we don’t 

over-harvest one. 
• Interconnected sustenance, it is an important food source.
• Community respects the salmon – health and cultural sustenance.
• Ocean nutrients carried in the fish to the people who eat them.
• Happy time at fish camp with the family.
• Bringing community together and the connection to the river.
• Sharing and the value of hard work comes out during salmon fishing. 
• Value to people down river, we need to hold each other accountable.
• Sharing is different today than it used to be.   
• Passing on lifecycle.
• Partnership around salmon. It is a shared responsibility on our one planet with many people along  

the river that have a connection to salmon.
• Art in culture – beaded products around salmon; for example salmon skin purses in AK.
• Gas costs a lot so not as many people fishing anymore – SF
• Used to fish at Goose camp all summer with grandfather. Now not so much.

• People work in town now and fish for 1-2 days and get few salmon near Old Crow. Near Old Crow  
they used to catch 10 big ones – now lucky to catch 1-2 smaller ones – TF 

• Salmon support the giving of life through their eggs.
• Celebration of our community through salmon preparation and preservation techniques.
• Think about people who are not here and to help people who can’t fish – ET
• Important to take ownership and responsibility for fish – community-based management – SNJ
• People in Old Crow are good at sharing but it is not like it used to be because of costs to get fish and makes it 

difficult give it away – SF
• If there was a way to barter traditional foods with AK – maybe salmon for caribou. 
• Trading system with Alaska like traditional ways – CC
• If you take away what they are doing, it is their whole way of life like with dog mushing – SF
• We have not fished in 12 years for Chinook. Chinook is missing in our life and a burden on some families – SB
• Salmon culture camp, where children and grandparents to be at camp together which is healthy and a good place 

to grow up – DF
• Salmon and Caribou – if one species is missing from our diets, effects our lifestyle and connection to the land - LN 
• Elders path – was a “time of plenty”. Chinook was never plenty and was shared by whole village. We need 

Chinook for our health because we miss one species.
• If we could not fish we would miss them and our lives would change.
• When one species is missing it effects our balance. Climate change is happening and society agrees with this.  

There is a change in our happiness. Now a shift is happening. We need to advocate for FN people – LN  
• Salmon meat used to be red now it is more orange, their flesh white and they are all smaller – JP

Vickie Josie putting up chum. Peter Mather
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YOUTH AND OUTREACH
Key Themes >
• Teaching youth about salmon, fish camps and passing on the lessons and teaching from Elders is 

essential
• Young people need to get involved in the management and science of Porcupine River salmon
• Culture camp is a great way to keep youth involved
• Must continue to raise awareness around the status of Porcupine River salmon 

General Observations > 
• Traditional laws are taught, not spoken. Handed down from generation to generation. To date young people have 

knowledge, traditional knowledge is shared through the school. There is no a missing link there with youth. We are now 
in a crisis over the last 15 – 20 years – because we had to manage fishing – LN

• We should have the young people to take part in the meetings and help each other out a bit – SF
• Fisherman and bush people passing on the knowledge to youth at school culture camps. Need to involve key people 

educators, researchers, technicians, and elders).
• Education for kids to see how camps operate – youth miss out in the summer not being able to go to fish camp so must 

participate in culture camps in the school year.
• Culture Camp should be funded from our self-government agreements to set up our own rules and regulations – MF
• Lack of experience in patching up nets, as an example of loss of skills and importance in maintaining and teaching skills 

(tools, technology, traditional).
• Need for a summer Culture Camp as teachings are different in summer than winter (i.e. swimming, boating, berry 

picking). Skills are seasonal (winter and summer) – SF 
• Handbook on salmon in Gwitchin language choosing the right “words” for education – MJ
• Teaching youth is important as we are losing elders.
• Elders of today need to step up and teach youth.
• Shift in values with TV/internet.
• Step up and teach kids who are lost in the ways.
• Get youth out to a sonar project camp as a training opportunity with DFO – NM
• Kids are in a really good spot right now traditionally – CC
• YSSC can share the Culture Camp work that has been done with VGG – PF
• Cultural fishery supports kids – SNS
• Action to have more “Salmon in Schools” programming – SNJ
• Get younger people involved in salmon management and the YSSC as they will have to take over – SNJ
• How do we get in their heads about culture? Competing with screens and TV’s. Need to get kids out there to interact 

with each other and culture – DT
• Education Exchange between Alaska and Yukon through the Panel should include youth.
• Youth Culture Camp – would be good if department of education could acknowledge it for school credit.
• Have a youth exchange between Old Crow and Alaska (fishing and camps).
• Education process needs “out of box ideas” based on our knowledge – SNS
• Action to host Culture Camp and show kids what we used to do (i.e. cut fish) – SF
• We need to educate young people in what to do around salmon and stand up for ourselves – SNS
• It is important down the road for there to be salmon for the kids to eat – SNS

• Kids could be learning in school about salmon and practicing on other salmon – DF
• Need a booklet to better explain the terminology around salmon management and link it to the VG language – MJM
• VG to train their own people to participate in community based salmon management – SNS
• Porcupine Caribou got on international stage, the same is for salmon – TF
• Efforts from people need to get this message of our hard work out to the public and to the rest of the world. For 

example National Geographic should get involved on the cause – DF
• Raise awareness internationally for our salmon cause. Can raise more money to send delegate to Asia, international to 

lobby. Wake up the world to international fishing and get the word out on the internet and TV – DF
• Where is our process on the international stage; should be similar to caribou – collecting information from other 

countries/areas.
• Do the Alaskans get enough information from the Vuntut Gwitchin and users from the communities to make decisions? 

– SF
• Key is to talk to Ottawa to show the crisis on both sides of the border – LN
• Important to educate and communicate early and before the fish get here – MJ

Michelle Rispin-Kendi test netting chinook. EDI
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NEXT STEPS
The following is a list of comments provided by the meeting participants on the next steps in this process.

• Hold a public meeting and reach consensus with the community on next steps – DT
• Achieve buy-in from the community and fisherman and support for a community based management plan – SNJ
• Need a way to engage those who don’t come to a meeting. Those that are out fishing or those who use fish, as well as 

youth. Possibly door-to-door approach. 
• Community meeting and then at General Assembly. 
• Requires a specific meeting with fisher persons. 
• Requires a steering committee for management plan. 
• Pre/post season meeting with VGG, YSSC, and DFO. 
• VGG - Natural Resources takes lead in partnership with the RRC to assist.
• Leadership makes resolution after consultation and engagement.
• Community directs the YSSC to make recommendation on Porcupine Chum salmon. 

The YSSC will continue to work with the VGG in the development of a community-based management plan. The information 
from this report will be used to facilitate input from the broader community and other stakeholders. 

Knowledge holders working together at the Old Crow Community Hall. YSSC

SALMON MANAGEMENT PLAN 
RESOLUTION 
At the August 2016 Vuntut Gwitchin Government General Assembly 
the following resolution was drafted: 

VUNTUT GWITCHIN FIRST NATION

RESOLUTION NO. 2016-009
PASSED BY CONSENSUS
VGFN Salmon Management Plan

Whereas; Salmon returns to the Porcupine River have been weak for several years;

Whereas; Much work has been done through use of the YRP Restoration and 
 Enhancement funds, but these projects do not address specific 
 community based management actions;

Whereas; Natural Resources partnered with Yukon Salmon Sub-Committee
 to hold a Local Traditional Knowledge Workshop in which the framework 
 for a management plan was developed:

Therefore Be It Resolved;

That the VGG NR department move forward to complete an Old Crow  
Community-Based Salmon Management Plan;

This plan be developed closely with the community, based on VGFN values,  
with management recommendations that balance VGFN salmon harvesting  
efforts with the state of the salmon stocks.
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Draft YSSC Recommendation to the Minister: 

Yukon River Chinook:5

Difference in 2016 – Yellow Zone:  
• 42,500-48,750 (mid-point) - Base level/Incidental 

Catch for First Nations to be less than 10% of annual 
subsistence needs. 

• 48,750-55,000 – First Nations Catch target to be  
10%-90% of annual subsistence needs6. 

Porcupine River Chinook: 

• Total run size of 3,000-5,000 Chinook salmon are 
anticipated. 

• Annual harvest of the last 10 years approximately 275, 
with a basic needs through the VG Final Agreement is 
750 Chinook. 

• YSSC Recommendation – conservative harvest of 
Chinook salmon that is the same as in previous years. 

What does this mean? 

• Yukon River - Small early taste of Chinook prior to the 
mid-point being reached.  Should know whether this will 
be reached prior to Eagle Sonar based on Pilot Station 
Sonar numbers, test fisheries and in-season reporting in 
Alaska.7

• Porcupine Recommendation – same harvest as last year 
= ~ 275 Chinook. 

• If the run materializes around the same level as last year 
(even with more harvest in Alaska in 2016) there should 
be more opportunity to fish.  

8There are many different opinions about what mesh size works best on the Porcupine.  Best to ask the fishers. 
9Basic needs allocation under the VG Final Agreement is 6,000 fall Chum salmon. 
10Look to R and E fund for potential support to subsidize this to ensure protection of Porcupine River Chum. 

Potential Management Scenarios for VGG:

Goal: Manage to ~ 275 Chinook OR Manage to Zero  
(stop-fishing), OR to some other number (possibly 1-2 fish 
per family).

If the goal is to be consistent with the YSSC draft 
recommendation (potentially accepted by the Minister of 
DFO), the following options present suggestions on how VG 
could manage to that number:

Suggested Options for VGG:

• Set a number per household to equal ~ 275 and let the 
community voluntarily manage through communication 
and education. 

• Set a number per fishing household (only those 
households that fish) ~ 275 and let the community 
voluntarily manage through communication and 
education. 

• VG Government Communal Fishery ~ 275 and then 
distributed by household or to those in need based on 
“sharing” and “community principles” (i.e. Elders, single 
Mothers, ceremonial fish, etc.).  Hire fishers to fish for 
the community and then distribute. 

• Cultural Camp Fishery – allocate a number for culture 
camp and youth school-based programs.  Possible: 
community salmon ceremony to celebrate the spiritual 
side to keep community engaged. 

• Fishing Management - Manage fishing effort: 
• Limit net size to smaller 4-6 inch mesh to catch 

smaller jacks and let the females go. Target other 
species8. 

• Limit number of fishing nets. 
• Fishing effort – limit it to certain times (i.e. days of 

the week), limit it to certain times (i.e. hours with 
person in place for a shorter net set). 

Process: 

• Determine general political direction to develop 
management goal and then let the community decide 
how to get there: 
• Have a number in mind (i.e. ~ 275) 
• General direction to take (no harvest, limited 

harvest, Government harvest and share or allocate 
to specific initiatives, voluntary or enforced).

• Host a citizen meeting to discuss the YSSC 
recommendation and the approved Integrated Fisheries 
Management Plan (IMFP) and current run outlook 
(based on in-season information and Pilot Sonar).

• Meet with the Fishers – go door-to-door or specific 
meeting with fishers to discuss their perspective, 
fisheries management. 

• Apply approach and inform in-season – community 
bulletins, signage, and/or word of mouth. 

5 This is for Canadian-origin Yukon River passing Eagle Sonar and not Porcupine River Chinook (that do not pass through Eagle Sonar)
6 Still requires ~ 45%/55% female to male ratio
7 Pilot Station Sonar is still a projection and typically underestimates. Also depends on the DFO/YSSC precautionary principle and  
when they anticipate changing the timing. 

Overall Top Three Values and Principles from 
the Porcupine LTK and Salmon Management 
Meetings in Old Crow: 

• Everything is connected – “circle of life”, salmon 
rely on eco-system,  
eco-system relies on salmon. 

• Incorporating Youth – culture camps and education. 
• Honoring, respecting and celebrating salmon  

– spiritual/cultural connection. 

Other highly ranked values and principles:  sharing, 
valuing future generations, and take only what you need. 

Porcupine River – Fall Chum Salmon: 

• Projection of a weak run of 22,000-31,000 with a 
spawning escapement range of 22,000-49,000. Annual 
VG harvest is approximately 3,000 Fall Chum salmon9. 

• YSSC draft recommendation – harvest limited to 30% 
or less of recent subsistence harvest. Allows for modest 
subsistence harvest during early part until such time as 
a more robust in-season estimate derived through the 
Porcupine Chum salmon sonar. 

What does this mean? 

• Porcupine Chum are likely to come in under the 
escapement goal. 

• Alaska is still “prosecuting a fishery” or fishing 
for Porcupine Fall Chum through the main-stem 
subsistence fishery throughout the Alaska portion. 

• 30% or less of the approximately 3,000 annual Fall 
Chum harvest is 900 Fall Chum.  

• Dog-mushers are the largest fishers of Fall Chum.  

Potential Management Scenarios:

Goal:  Manage to ~ 900 OR Manage to Zero (stop-fishing), 
OR to some other number (possibly 3,000 annual Fall Chum 
harvest).

If the goal is to be consistent with the YSSC draft 
recommendation (potentially accepted by the Minister of 
DFO), the following options present suggestions on how VG 
could manage to that number:

Suggested Options:

• Set a number per dog-musher and/or house or 
fishing household to allow for smoking, table-food 
consumption as well and manage to a number 900-
3,000.

• Adjust based on in-season run projections.  
• Possibly compensate with flying in dog-food substitute 

programs.10

Process: 

• Same as that of Yukon River Chinook. 
• Discuss the importance of Fall Chum as a food source 

for Culture Camps, for Fishing Branch bears, as a 
substitute for protein, and for dog-mushers. Where do 
the community values lie as this might determine the 
management actions? 

2016 
PORCUPINE 
DRAINAGE

MANAGEMENT 
SCENARIOS AND 
PROCESS 

The following was a document 
prepared July 2016 by the YSSC prior to 
the advance of the 2016 fishing season 
for VGG to utilize in the development 
of their annual management plan. 
It features a series of management 
options and harvest considerations 
that are consistent with the values and 
community-based information that 
came from the June 1 and 2nd meeting.  

>
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CHINOOK - łuk choo
COHO - nèhdlii
CHUM - shii
FISH NET - chihvyàh
FISH CAMP - łuk deek’it tr’agwich’ii
WHITEFISH - łuk dagaii
FISH EGGS - łuk k’yù’
BROAD WHITEFISH - chihshòo
DRY FISH - łuk gaii
FISH FIN - łuk gyù’
FISH GUTS - ch’its’igighòo, łuk ts’ik
FISH HEAD - łuk chì’
FISH HOOK - jał
FISH SCALES - tr’ahgyùu
FISH SLIME - łuk tl’ùu
FISH TAIL - łuk chi’
FISH TRAP - k’oo
FISH WHEEL - tr’il
LARGE FISH NET NEEDLE - chihvyàh vàh di’ke’tr’ahchuu
SMALL FISH NET NEEDLE - vah chihvyàh tr’itl’uu




